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Manufacturing coMpany india

Meditation
100% new Zealand Wool, cut & Loop (tip sheared)
fine Hand tufted
3.0 KgM2  –  5 ply  –  60 ct

WatercoLor
Blended Wools
Hand tufted
3.0 KgM2  –  5 ply  –  60 ct

noMad
Blended Wools
Hand tufted
3.0 KgM2  –  Washed  –  3 ply  –  45 ct

tosca
Blended Wools
Hand tufted
3.0 KgM2  –  5 ply  –  60 ct

voyage

100% new Zealand Wool 
or new Zealand Wool & viscose Blends
fine Hand tufted
3.0 KgM2  –  5 ply  –  60 ct

HeigHt of cut piLe rug approximately 3/8” without backing
approximately 1/2” with backing

HeigHt of LoW piLe rug approximately 1/4” without backing
approximately 3/8” with backing

priMary BacKing cotton/polyester cloth

secondary BacKing polypropylene Mesh
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dye MetHod skein dying

Binding content natural Latex compound

fLaMe reQuireMent Meets flammability as 16cfr part 1360

deLivery 90 to 150 days

cLeaning vacuum on a regular basis
dry clean as needed

Warranty

Liora Manné rugs will maintain their texture and appearance if maintained 
properly (see cleaning instructions.) this does not cover abnormal wear 
or appearance due to abusive treatment, chemical exposure, repeated 
mechanical traffic, or abusive abrasion. Liora Manné will cover wear 
properties of the material as manufactured. if the material does exhibit 
a defect according to the manufacturing test standards and minimum 
specifications, our liability is to repair or replace the material. Labor 
charges and other consequential expenses are not included.
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routine
care

use a commercial grade 
upright vacuum without a 
beater bar.

vacuum without a beater bar. 
suction should be reduced to 
the minimum amount needed 
to remove the dust and dirt 
buildup.

vacuum without a beater bar. 
suction should be reduced to 
the minimum amount needed 
to remove the dust and dirt 
buildup.

stain
reMovaL

treat stains immediately for 
best results. remove any 
solids with a spoon and blot 
up any excess liquid with a 
colorless cloth. 

pre-treat a hidden area with 
the cleaner before treating 
the stain.

Blot the stain, beginning with the 
outside and working towards 
the center. do not scrub.

do not walk on the carpet until 
it is completely dry. Walking on 
the carpet while it is wet may 
distort the fibers.

treat stains immediately for 
best results. remove any  
solids with a spoon and blot 
up any excess liquid with a 
colorless cloth. 

pre-treat a hidden area with 
the cleaner before treating 
the stain.

Blot the stain, beginning with the 
outside and working towards 
the center. do not scrub.

do not walk on the carpet until 
it is completely dry. Walking on 
the carpet while it is wet can 
lead to permanent damage 
of the fibers.

treat stains immediately for 
best results. remove any 
solids with a spoon and blot 
up any excess liquid with a 
colorless cloth. 

pre-treat a hidden area with 
the cleaner before treating 
the stain.

Blot the stain, beginning with the 
outside and working towards 
the center. do not scrub.

do not walk on the carpet until 
it is completely dry. Walking on 
the carpet while it is wet can 
lead to permanent damage 
of the fibers.

deep
cLeaning

professional cleaning is recom-
mended. 

periodically use hot water 
extraction, dry foam with 
extraction, or dry extraction 
for deeper cleaning. do 
not use spin bonnets, rotary 
brushes, or rotary extractors, 
as they may distort the pile.

When using a wet cleaning 
method, do not saturate the 
carpet too much. allow ade-
quate time for the carpet to 
dry before resuming use.

due to the nature of viscose 
fiber, professional cleaning is 
recommended. 

due to the nature of viscose 
fiber, professional cleaning is 
recommended.
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care & cleaning instructions for tufted rugs

 100% WooL  50% WooL / 50% viscose  100% viscose


